Skoda rapid 2017

Today, the Rapid is used for several small family cars : larger sedan and hatchback from Europe
, smaller sedan from India and China. The Skoda Rapid facelift comes with revised styling that
makes it look sharper. New exterior changes include new front grille, headlamps, chrome door
handles, smoked out tail lamps, etc. Some of the new features include cruise control, rain
sensing wipers, reach and rake adjustable steering, cooled glovebox and footwell lighting. It is,
however, a different design, slightly longer, with different interiors, a slightly different body
shape, and different engine options. It was shown in premiere at the Paris Motor Show in
September The Rapid received a facelift in early , making it look similar to its other Skoda
siblings. Rapid is a model name that the Czech auto manufacturer has used since the s. The
Rapid is a popular premium sedan in the car market of India. The new Rapid facelift's fresh front
end comes with a newly styled radiator grille that is surrounded by a chrome finished frame and
new angular headlight design to appear sharper than before and to enhance the aggressive
visual appeal. The sedan model also gets a new bumper design that is sharper than before and
houses a large honeycomb air intake that further enhances the sharper and bolder appeal, while
fog lamps are placed on either side of the air intake. The new updated Rapid also comes
endowed with some mild updates on its rear design. The updates on the car's back design
include a restyled bumper and a new chrome strip on the car's boot lid. The side profile of the
sedan remains unchanged, excepting for the redesigned alloy wheels. The range topping
variants of the sedan also offers LED daytime running lights which are integrated to the dual
barrel headlamp setup of the car. All these design updates make the new updated Skoda Rapid
look and feel more contemporary, premium and stylish than the previous model. The new
updated Skoda Rapid sedan offers a very well-appointed cabin design. The classy looking
interiors with nice fit and finish are like that of its German sibling and market rival, the
Volkswagen Vento. The cabin of the Rapid has also been improved with some upgrades and
changes to match its fresher exterior. The car offers a very spacious and comfortable cabin with
nice well-supportive seating arrangement and ample legroom to offer a comfortable drive
experience for all the occupants. The sedan also gets some added features such as cruise
control system, light sensing automatic headlamps and rain sensing automatic wipers. The top
of the line variant of the Rapid sedan offers a 6. The Skoda Rapid is offered for sale in India in
both petrol and diesel versions. The new updated Skoda Rapid's petrol gets powered by the
familiar 1. The petrol engine gets equipped with a 5-speed manual transmission gearbox as well
as a 6-speed automatic transmission gearbox. The Rapid facelift has come equipped with a new
diesel engine, which is its primary attraction for the diesel version. The sedan comes powered
by a new 1. This diesel mill is also paired with a standard 5 speed manual transmission gearbox,
while it also offers the choice of a 7 speed DSG transmission gearbox. The Skoda Rapid petrol
offers a fuel efficiency of a maximum On the other hand, for the diesel version the company
claims a mileage of The Rapid sedan also shares its platform as well as engine range with its
German competitor, the Volkswagen Vento. Although the Rapid has been a highly popular
product from Skoda and a major sales volume drawer in India, its popularity is not even closely
comparable to the top sellers of the C-segment of India. The new updated Skoda Rapid sedan's
petrol range has a price range that starts at Rs. The Czech car manufacturing company offers 4
years of warranty on all its automobile models and provides road side assistance and the
company's maintenance package. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
the Rapid model produced in India commencing Motor vehicle. Retrieved 31 March Auto
Express. Retrieved 8 June Retrieved 22 March A marque of the Volkswagen Group. Hidden
categories: Use dmy dates from March Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Subcompact car B. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive. Volkswagen Group A05 PQ25 platform. City car. Fabia I. Fabia II. Fabia III.
Small family car. Octavia I. Octavia II. Octavia III. Octavia IV. Large family car. Superb I. Superb
II. Superb III. Subcompact CUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Based on a non-VW Group based
platform. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options.
The market is the region where the car was sold or is still being sold. Found a bug? Have a
question about Skoda Rapid wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment
and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire
size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching
your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size
By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search
by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Page
navigation by markets: Heads up! Skoda Rapid 1. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory
wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the

wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset
of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the
vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Skoda Rapid for other
model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire
review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data
and comments Send us the correct data Other. Skoda has unveiled its updated Rapid
hatchback, featuring revised exterior styling, an upgraded interior and a host of new
technologies, with Australian launch set for September this year. As well as confirming the third
quarter arrival, Skoda Australia PR boss Paul Pottinger said there are expectations the new
Rapid will be more competitive against its Toyota Corolla and Mazda3 rivals. Since its launch in
, the Czech-built hatch has struggled in the local small car market having sold only examples
last year, which represented an Meanwhile, Australia's most popular segment was headlined in
the sales charts by the Corolla 40, , Hyundai i30 37, and Mazda3 36, A new front fascia â€” which
helps separate the facelifted hatchback from the model it replaces â€” is distinguished by a
redesigned lower bumper, restyled fog lights, automatic bi-Xenon headlights and LED daytime
running lights. Rear end changes extend to black-tinted tail-lights and an extended rear window,
while new alloy wheel designs that range in size from 15 to 17 inches will be available across
the line-up. An always-on internet connection is provided by a SIM card on-board, which allows
passengers to access a wireless hotspot via their smartphones and tablets when on the move.
Owners will also be able to remotely access vehicle information â€” such as parking location,
fuel capacity and locking status â€” thanks to its wireless capabilities. Extending this even
further is Skoda Connect, an internet services feature that offers real-time traffic alerts, fuel
pricing, news, weather and even parking availability. However, the Rapid's internet features are
not certain starters for Australia due to possible compatibility issues, but Mr Pottinger says they
have been requested for the local product. Electronic stability control, auto emergency braking,
tyre-pressure monitoring, driver fatigue detection, six airbags and hill-climb assist highlight the
Rapid's safety revisions. Overseas markets will see the upgraded Rapid arrive with a new 1.
Power outputs for the carry over 1. Volkswagen's recent mid-life update of its platform-sharing
Golf range also maintained the 1. More information on the updated Rapid will be released during
its official reveal at the Geneva motor show â€” which starts on March 7 â€” with Australian
specifications to be confirmed closer to its local release. Sorry, there are no cars that match
your search. Trending articles. Subaru Brumby reborn? Subaru ute could return Three reasons
you shouldn't rush into buying Lookout Land Cruiser! Hyundai Palisade Huge twist in Toyota
Land Cruiser Series, Haval H2 leading the way for emerging Chinese Why the future of police
cars and law Home Car News. The new Rapid treats passengers to its internet-capable Skoda
Connect, which offers information like up-to-date traffic alerts. Tung Nguyen. An always-on
internet connection is provided by a SIM card on-board. Would you consider buying a Skoda
over its platform-sharing Volkswagen equivalent? Tell us what you think in the comments
below. See all Skoda Rapid Spaceback pricing. Stay up to date with the cars guide weekly
newsletter. Most viewed in news Subaru Brumby reborn? Subaru ute could return as a Toyota
HiLux twin! Related content. Volkswagen Transporter review: T6. Skoda Rapid Spaceback cars
for sale. New Skoda Rapid is the facelift version of the sedan from Skoda. The company has
further improved this car by adding a few new features to it. This has been done to keep it
competitive in the market. With the sedan segment getting better with respect to performance
an features, the Rapid also needed more features to compete better. We have driven this car
around the hills of Mussourie. Read further for the detailed review. These are Active, Ambition
and Style. The headlamps are sharp and they get projectors. They even have smoked effect to
make it look sporty. The hood also gets a new design with changes in lines to match the new
grille. A new front bumper and even a redesigned rear bumper are other changes. The tail lamps
on the New Skoda Rapid have got a design tweak too. They continue with the C-shape look,
however other aspects have been changed. Also Read: Honda City facelift coming. The same
dashboard continues on the New Skoda Rapid with black and beige interiors. The New Skoda
Rapid gets a new steering wheel which is much better than the earlier one. It has audio controls
on it too. However, it does not have navigation. There are rear AC vents and now there is also a
collapsible cup holder on it. The overall quality of interiors have improved and that is a good
sign. Space has been one of the key factors in the Rapid and it continues to offer good front and
rear seat comfort. There is an armrest at the rear too. The front row has good enough space for
tall people. There is no shortage of leg room or head room. Slide into the second row and there
is ample of knee room and head space for the back seat too. The seats are firm, which makes it
comfortable for long drives. The boot size too is large enough for a family weekend trip. The 1.
The engine churns about bhp of power and Nm of torque. It also gets a MirrorLink touchscreen
infotainment system, which is available only in the top variant. On the safety front, ABS and

dual front airbags are standard across all variants. We will share the real world mileage after we
drive it for a while and do a proper mileage run. Verdict The Skoda Rapid was always a good car
overall and with the facelift it has got much better in terms of appeal and performance. The new
features are good but it still has to catch up with competition. The new diesel engine is a great
performer. Ride and handling dynamics still remain one of the best in class. Overall, the new
Rapid is now a much more desirable car to buy, however, it does come at a premium price. The
discount is available only for Mumbai. Just like the Aspire facelift, the Figo will also get some
styling updates, a new heart and new features. There will be more feature Honda Motorcycle and
Scooter India are contemplating a new bike launch in the country, as per its strategy of
launching 15 products this year in India. A teaser image of the upcoming motorcycle of Hon
Hero Passion Pro in India is one of the most famous and top-selling bike. The new BS6 avatar of
the bike comes with slight differences. Related Posts. By MotorOctane Team - June 30 Honda
Livo teaser leaked Honda Motorcycle and Scooter India are contemplating a new bike launch in
the country, as per its strategy of launching 15 products this year in India. The car now gets the
new family face that brings it in line with the other sedans namely, the Octavia and the Superb.
You get the multi-slatted grille with a chrome border that makes the car look not only better but
also more mature. Adding some sharpness are the new quartz-cut projector headlights. Adding
some more drama is the chrome eyelash blending in with the jewel-shadow LED daytime
running lights. It might sound complex but it does look good. The bumper has been revised as
well with redesigned fog lights and now incorporating a lip spoiler s well. At the rear you now
get C-shaped smoked tail lights and an integrated spoiler. Well for starters, it looks pretty much
the same. But once you get into the driving seat, the new details start to stand out. I like the
ebony-sand dual tone combo on the dash and the fact that everything feels so well built
together. The most important addition on the inside though is the 6. You get rain sensing
wipers, the steering wheel is adjustable for height and reach, the glovebox is cooled, climate
control along with rear aircon vents and cruise control. A nice utility touch is the addition of a
cardholder clip to keep the toll receipts or change. Other than that the front seats are pretty
comfortable. We drove it for over three hours at a stretch and found enough support in the right
places to be comfortable. There is enough legroom at the rear too, maybe not as much as the
Honda City or the Ciaz , but nothing to complain about. The boot has more than adequate space
at litres and will swallow plenty of luggage for those weekend trips. Along with the facelift, the
Rapid also gets the updated 1. The engine which gets a larger turbo and is locally sourced
makes BHP as compared to the BHP the earlier engine made. At Nm the torque however
remains the same. This unit comes linked to either a 5-speed manual transmission or the
7-speed DSG. We managed to drive the manual variant. The engine like before is on the louder
side and one can hear the clatter especially when the engine is cold. Performance though
remains a highlight. Going up the ghats in Mussorie, we managed to climb most of it in third
gear despite the route being a twisty one with numerous hairpin bends and traffic. The
performance is dull under rpm post which the turbo spools up and you get a fat wave of torque,
pushing you ahead. Drivability is the highpoint of this engine and you barely need to shift gears,
which is a good thing considering the clutch is on the heavier side. The gear shift too are
slightly on the heavier side but slots in nicely. The Rapid also gets a petrol option in the form of
the 1. The engine and the specs remain exactly the same as before. The engine makes a healthy
BHP and Nm of torque. The conventional gearbox is on the slower side especially when you
shift it into D trying to conquer uphill climbs but around town the gearbox does its job well.
Using it in Tiptronic mode does allow you to use the engine torque spread better though. The
handling is pretty good too and throwing the Rapid around corners can be plenty of fun. There
is good grip available and the steering offers decent levels of feedback too. The update has
certainly made the Rapid a lot more competitive. For starters it looks a lot sharper than before,
gets more features along with ABS and Airbags being standard across all variants. Skoda has
also looked into the warranty aspect and is now the only manufacturer offering a standard four
year warranty along with four years of Skoda Roadside Assistance and Skoda maintenance
Package. With prices for the base petrol manual starting at 8. The Rapid makes a strong case
for itself for those who like to drive and appreciate a well-built product. The Rapid is up against
some serious competition. What is it? Overall the Rapid looks much sharper and definitely in
line to take on the fresh competition. How is it on the inside? How does it drive? Why should I
buy one? Where does it fit in? Photos: Kapil Angane. Skoda Rapid. Ex-Showroom price. Show
price in my city. All Skoda-Cars. All Upcoming Cars. Some problems will only occur after many
years of operation, others are related to technical solutions and forced the manufacturer to
issue a recall. In the following overview, you will find the most common problems for the Skoda
Rapid, for which Skoda-Auto has announced a recall through the EU Rapex system. For recalls
and faults found in the UK scroll down. If the problem is corrected in time, it may not affect the

overall reliability of your Rapid. The good news is that automakers usually provide unlimited
time to correct such defects for free. Check to see if all of the potential problems with your
Rapid have been resolved in the past. How to do it, we give advice on a special page. As a
result, the airbag may not deploy properly in the event of an â€¦. The screws on the camshaft
adjuster may become loose. As a result, the engine oil will leak onto the road, posing â€¦. The
towing eye fitted to the vehicle may be defective. The towing eye fitted to the vehicle may break
during use â€¦. If you wish to know more about eventual problems of a specific car e. Though
the door remains close The post [â€¦]. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Common problems with the Skoda Rapid Some problems will only occur after
many years of operation, others are related to technical solutions and forced the manufacturer
to issue a recall. Skoda Rapid Skoda Rapid â€” Share on:. We are quoted in the media. Follow
us on Twitter or Facebook or subscribe to our Newsletter. We use cookies on our website to
give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits.
Manage consent. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Cookie
Description PugT This cookie is set by pubmatic. The purpose of the cookie is to check when
the cookies were last updated on the browser in order to limit the number of calls to the
server-side cookie store. SPugT This cookie is set by pubmatic. The cookie is used in
conjuction with the PugT cookie to track when the server-side cookie store was last updated for
the browser. The purpose of the cookie is to determine if the users' browser supports cookies.
The ID information strings is used to target groups having similar preferences, or for targeted
ads. The purpose of the cookie is to collect statistical information in an anonymous form about
the visitors of the website. The data collected include number of visits, average time spent on
the website, and the what pages have been loaded. These data are then used to segment
audiences based on the geographical location, demographic, and user interest provide relevant
content and for advertisers for targeted advertising. The cookie is used temporarily when
multiple partners pass their IDs to the platform simultaneously. To avoid conflicts that arise
from accessing ljtrtb cookie for multiple partners at the same time, separate cookies are used to
store each partner's ID and they are consolidated to the ljtrtb cookie when it's available. The
cookie is used for targeting and advertising purposes. This cookie is used to set a unique ID to
the visitors, which allow third party advertisers to target the visitors with relevant advertisement
up to 1 year. The cookie is used to collect visitor behaviour from mutiple websites for serving
them with relevant ads based on their preference. This cookie is used to collect user
information such as what pages have been viewed on the website for creating profiles. B This
Cookie is used by Yahoo to provide ads, contents or analytics. The main purpose is targeting
and advertising. This cookie is used to serve the user with relevant advertisement based on real
time bidding. It allows the website to show relevant advertisement to visitors. This cookie is
used to serve the visitor with relevant contents and advertisement. It allows us to store the IDs
that these partners use to identify you and pass it to data partners as part of our advertising
services. This cookie assigns a unique ID to each visiting user that allows third-party
advertisers target that users with relevant ads. DSID This cookie is setup by doubleclick. This
cookie is used by Google to make advertising more engaging to users and are stored under
doubleclick. It contains an encrypted unique ID. This cookie is used to present the visitor with
relevant content and advertisement. The purpose of the cookie is to map clicks to other events
on the client's website. IDE Used by Google DoubleClick and stores information about how the
user uses the website and any other advertisement before visiting the website. This is used to
present users with ads that are relevant to them according to the user profile. This cookie is
used for targeting and advertising. It stores the information of the user behaviour including site
visited and searches and provide with relevant contents and advertisements. The cookie is used
for recognizing the browser or device when users return to their site or one of their partner's
site. It Enable to help the website's advertising partners make decisions about displaying an
advertisement to users. The website stores the ID that each partner uses to identify users and
pass that information to the partner when a website requests an advertisement from us. The
cookies is used to collect data about the users' visit to the website such as the pages visited.
The data is used to create a users' profile in terms of their interest and demographic. This data

is used for targeted advertising and marketing. NID This cookie is used to a profile based on
user's interest and display personalized ads to the users. This cookie is used in association
with the cookie "ouuid". This cookie is used for advertising purposes. This cookie show the
relevant adverts based on the visitors profile created by the cookie. The cookie stores an ID that
is used to display ads on the users' browser. This cookie is a short-lived cookie that is used to
determine if re-pixeling is in progress. The main purpose of this cookie is advertising. This
cookie is used to identify an user by an alphanumeric ID. It register the user data like IP,
location, visited website, ads clicked etc with this it optimize the ads display based on user
behaviour. This cookie is a session cookie version of the 'rud' cookie. It contain the user ID
information. It is used to deliver targeted advertising across the networks. This cookie is used
for promoting events and products by the webiste owners on CRM-campaign-platform. The
cookie assigns a unique user ID to users and use this ID for serving relevant advertisement and
content. This cookie helps the user to share pages through social networking sites. The
purpose of the cookie is to track users across devices to enable targeted advertising. This
cookie is used to track how many times users see a particular advert which helps in measuring
the success of the campaign and calculate the revenue generated by the campaign. These
cookies can only be read from the domain that it is set on so it will not track any data while
browsing through another sites. The cookie is used to calculate visitor, session, campaign data
and keep track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookies store information
anonymously and assign a randomly generated number to identify unique visitors. The cookie
is used to store information of how visitors use a website and helps in creating an analytics
report of how the wbsite is doing. The data collected including the number visitors, the source
where they have come from, and the pages viisted in an anonymous form. The cookie is used to
give a unique number to visitors, and collects data on user behaviour like what page have been
visited. This cookie also helps to understand which sale has been generated by as a result of
the advertisement served by third party. This cookie collects the statistical data of the visitor for
serving targeted ads. This cookie is used to sync with partner systems to identify the users.
This cookie contains partner user IDs and last successful match time. GUC This cookie is set by
the provider Yahoo. This cookie is used for Yahoo conversion tracking. This cookie regulates
the synchronisation of user data and exchange of user data with Pubmatic. This ID is used to
continue to identify users across different sessions and track their activities on the website. The
data collected is used for analysis. Weekly Newsletter Do you want to receive a weekly overview
of new car recalls? Deutsche version. Under the terms of Annex II. The Commission nor the
car-recalls. This cookie is set by pubmatic. This cookie is set by doubleclick. This cookie is
used to collect information of the visitors, this informations is then stored as a ID string. The
cookie is set by crwdcntrl. This cookie is set by Lijit Advertising Platform. The domain of this
cookie is owned by N. The main purpose of this cookie is targeting, advertesing and effective
marketing. Provided by amazon-adsystem. This cookie is set by Admixer. This cookie helps to
categorise the users interest and to create profiles in terms of resales of targeted marketing.
This Cookie is used by Yahoo to provide ads, contents or analytics. This cookie is set by the
provider Bidr. This cookie is used to identify the visitors on their visits, across devices. This
cookie is set by the provider Pubmatic. This cookies is set by Lijit platform. The cookie is set by
demdex. This cookie is setup by doubleclick. This cookie is set by the provider Emerse. The
cookie is set under eversttech. Used by Google DoubleClick and stores information about how
the user uses the website and any other advertisement before visiting the website. The cookie is
set by pubmatic. This cookie is set by Pubmatic. The vendor of this cookie is Pubmatic. This is
a Lijit Advertising Platform cookie. This cookie is set by Lijit Platform. This cookie is set under
the domain ps. This cookie is associated with Quantserve to track anonymously how a user
interact with the website. This cookie is used to a profile based on user's interest and display
personalized ads to the users. This cookie is used to store the unique visitor ID which helps in
identifying the user on their revisit, to serve retargeted ads to the visitor. This cookie is used for
serving the retargeted ads to the users. The cookie is provided by Openx. This is a targeting
cookie, which is used for advertising. The cookies is set by ownerIQ for the purpose of
providing relevant advertisement. The domain of this cookie is owned by Rocketfuel. This
cookie is used to collect information on user preference and interactioin with the website
campaign content. The cookie is set by taboola. The domain of this cookie is owned by
Technorati. The cookie is set by tapad. This cookie is set by Google and stored under the name
dounleclick. This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. This cookie is provided by
Tribalfusion. This cookie register a unique ID which identifies the user browser from visiting the
webistes. This cookie is used for identifying the visitor browser on re-visit to the website. This
cookie is set by the provider Yahoo. This cookie is used for providing and analysing campaings.
The cookie sets a unique anonymous ID for a website visitor. Comparison Specifications. The

comparison of Skoda Rapid and Toyota Urban Cruiser considers every important feature and
gives information. Compare speed or horse powers, match length, and comfortably compare
two cars. Rapid was built by Skoda to outperform competitions in the sphere. But Urban Cruiser
is hard to see as an inferior car, as Toyota gave out a great deal of efforts in the production.
After getting all the information, you'll quickly decide which car to get. Engine position Front,
Transverse. Cylinders location Inline. Fuel supply Multi-point indirect. Fuel supply Diesel
Commonrail. Length mm. Width mm. Height mm. Related Searchs Important to know. Sizes and
dimensions. In this section. Dimensions Battery for Skoda Rapid. Battery for Toyota Urban
Cruiser. Fuel Filter for Skoda Rapid. Dimensions Oil Filter for Skoda Rapid. Dimensions
Radiator for Skoda Rapid. Dimensions Radiator for Toyota Urban Cruiser. Dimensions Timing
Belt for Skoda. Dimensions Timing Belt for Toyota. Brake Pads For Skoda Rapid. Headlight
Bulbs For Skoda Rapid. Front, Transverse Engine position. Inline Cylinders location. Multi-point
indirect Fuel supply. Diesel Commonrail Fuel supply. Quick Links Download this manual.
Automobile Skoda Rapid Owner's Manual pages. Page 8 Mobility warranty The mobility
warranty provides a sense of security when travelling in your ve- hicle. Page 11 Introductory
information A menu for After entering the following address in your web browser or by
scanning the the application will appear. If you are still logged in, tap the button to restore the
page. Management of online services information on the vehicle position. A data connection is
available. No data connection is available. Page Emergency Call Emergency call Fig. The
emergency call centre simultaneously receives information on the accident, e. Page
Infotainment Online Services Note Infotainment Online services The availability of the services
listed always refers to the respective period of Main menu and overview of services validity of
the contract. During this interim period of validity, content changes of these services are
possible. Current information can be found on the Applies to Infotainment Amundsen. By
establishing a connection to the WLAN hotspot e. Page Safety Driving safety Safety Passive
Safety For safety in traffic, the following precautions must be observed. Wrong use of the safety
belt will reduce its capacity to Using seat belts protect and the risk of injury increases. Page
Airbag System Front airbags - head and upper body. Page 30 Triggering conditions Safety
instructions It is not possible to generally determine which deployment conditions apply to the
airbag system in every situation. The important factors here are the hard- Fig. Page 34 Set the
front passenger seat belt as high up as possible. Page 38 Fig. Page 43 Park the vehicle, and
stop driving. Disconnecting the vehicle battery If the vehicle's battery has been disconnected
and reconnected, the indicator lights up â€” Stop the vehicle, turn the ignition off and start the
engine again. The text in the display goes out after refuelling and driving a short distance. Page
47 Stop the vehicle, switch off the engine, and allow the engine to cool down. No reverse gear.
Read and observe on page 40 first. After erasing the memory, no data will appear for the first
Distance travelled m driven. Page Maxi Dot Display Average speed. Information on locking Fig.
Page 59 This function is pointed out by the following message on the display of the in- Single
door strument cluster after the ignition is switched off. The function allows you to unlock only
the driver's door and the fuel filler flap with the radio remote control. CAUTION Before leaving
the vehicle, check that all doors and windows are closed in or- The interior monitor detects
movements inside the locked vehicle and then der to ensure that the alarm system is fully
operational. Depending on equipment the windows can be operated electrically from the
following locations; the window in the front doors or all windows from the driver's seat and also
via the buttons for the windows in the passenger door or the rear doors. Page 63 Mechanical
windows Fig. If the obstacle prevents the window from being closed during the next 10 secUnless otherwise stated, the lights only work when the ignition is switched on. Page Headlight
Assist The headlight flasher can be operated even if the ignition is switched off. Automatic
driving light control in the rain referred to as function in the following The turn signal switches
off automatically, depending on the steering angle af- The low beam lights are switched on
automatically if the following conditions ter completing the turn. Page Interior Lighting The
parking light is turned on on the relevant side of the vehicle. Windscreen and rear window Fig.
Page 73 Interior mirror dimming Exterior mirrors Fig. Read and observe on page 70 first.
Caution when adjusting the seat! Page 80 Closing takes place in reverse order. Page 82 The
maximum permissible load of each of the hooks is 2 kg. Page 85 Attaching the rear headrests
Handle holder Fig. Page 87 Fixing nets Multifunction pocket Fig. Storage compartments in the
luggage compartment The cargo elements are designed for mounting and securing loads with a
maxi- mum gross weight of 8 kg. The cooling sys- leaves to ensure that the heating and cooling
system operates properly. We recommend not smoking in the vehicle when the recirculating air
opera- tion is switched on. Page Infotainment Overview Applications, their use and the required
data connection may be chargeable. Description â€” Infotainment Swing The range of available
applications and their functionality is dependent on the Infotainment model, vehicle and region.

The function of mobile applications can be influenced by the quality of the In- ternet connection.
Position of the current menu item Name of the current menu item Fig. Page 99 The entry to be
searched for such as a telephone contact must be entered Applies to Infotainment Swing along
with any special characters diacritics. The station is stored in the selected position. Operation
Fig. Page Telephone Note Telephone Some tablet types allow playback of audio files or videos
from an SD card in- serted in the tablet. Playback of these tracks may be limited. Introductory
information Introduction to the subject Supported file formats Does not apply to Infotainment
Blues. Operating system Operating system Type Choice of storage group for the preferred
contacts Name of the telephone service provider with active roaming, the symbol Applies to
Infotainment Amundsen Introduction to the subject The range of the telephone connection to
the Infotainment system is limited Fig. Page Telephone Functions Connection set-up
Emergency services and information call Select the desired external device from the list of
paired external devices. Page Function surfaces Management of preferred contacts favourites
Contact search Dial a number in the telephone contact list if a telephone contact contains Fig. If
the date and time setting is based on the GPS signal, Connection set-up then problems may
arise with establishing a connection when the GPS signal Connect the external device to the
USB port using a connecting cable Page Apple Carplay If route guidance is taking place at this
moment in the Infotainment system, The ignition is switched on. This also applies reciprocally.
The external device to be connected is switched on. Applies to Infotainment Amundsen. Page
Split screen Fig. If information about the point entered is available in the Infotainment system's
navigation data, this will be displayed instead of the GPS coordinates e. After searching for a
destination, you can switch between the list of destina- tions found in the navigation data and
the list of destinations found online by tapping one of the following function surfaces at
position Page Route Guidance The map is in the 2D display. Page Route guidance takes place
as follows While entering a destination. Page Route Note Navigation announcements Route
guidance on the most frequently travelled route takes place without The Infotainment system
issues navigation announcements during route guid- navigation announcements. Finish route
guidance The navigation announcements are generated by the Infotainment system. Flawless
clarity of the message e. Page During route guidance, the Route details information about the
current route Each additional destination is added to the list as the first subsequent destinacan be displayed. Page Traffic Reports If the created route is sent to the Infotainment system, a
message about a new Traffic reports route will be displayed automatically in the Infotainment
screen after the igni- tion is switched on, with the option to import the route. List of traffic
reports If the route is sent to the Infotainment system when the ignition is switched on, the
Infotainment system will only offer the route import after the ignition Introduction to the subject
Once entered, the Infotainment system recalculates and provides an alterna- tive route.
Starting-off and Driving The electronic immobiliser hereinafter referred to as immobiliser makes
the Starting and stopping the engine theft or unauthorised use of your vehicle more difficult.
Then release the key, the engine will start au- tomatically. If the engine does not start within 10
seconds, turn the key to position. Page Start-Stop System If the system determine that the
engine is not needed when the vehicle stops Note e. Page Before negotiating a long or steep
gradient, reduce speed and shift down a Handbrake gear. As a result, the braking effect of the
engine will be used, reducing the load on the brakes. If, nevertheless, there is a need for
additional braking, it Fig. Read and observe on page first. The modes of the automatic
transmission can be adjusted by the driver by means of the selector lever. Page Selector lever
lock Manual shifting Tiptronic Fig. The selector lever is locked in modes P and N to prevent the
forwards travel Tiptronic mode makes it possible to manually shift gears on the selector lever.
Page Running In And Economical Driving For an economical driving style, the following
instructions must be observed. Start and drive Avoid unnecessary acceleration and braking.
Page Avoiding Damage To Your Vehicle bar graph The driver is always responsible for deciding
whether the vehicle can cope The higher the green bars, the more economical the driving style.
Each bar with the conditions and the terrain. Page Braking And Stabilisation Systems The
sensor function may be impaired in the events of one of the following. Page During a TCS
intervention, the indicator light flashes in the instrument clus- The HBA is activated by the very
quick operation of the brake pedal. At a distance of approx. For vehicles with variant 2, the
system is automatically deactivated by press- Change to rear-view camera display. Page Cruise
Control System When driving from a horizontal surface into a slope or a depression. Page
Operation description Fig. Page Speed Limiter Note During control, speed can be increased by
pressing the accelerator pedal. Warning and automatic braking The system support is provided
in the following manner. Other infor- Handwheel mation e. The locking ball can be pushed fully
into the tow bar. Never allow the tow bar to remain unsecured in the boot. Trailer load The
permissible trailer load must not be exceeded under any circumstances. Permissible trailer load

Permissible trailer load, braked kg Engine Transmission Permissible trailer load, unbraked kg
Page Anti-theft alarm system The alarm is triggered if, with a vehicle with activated anti-theft
alarm herein- after only warning system , the electrical connection to the trailer accessory is
interrupted. All service and repair work is therefore carried out on time and at the appropriate
quality. Page Do not polish in a dusty environment - risk of paint scratches. Page Engine
Compartment Lower than 91 octane petrol should not be used, even in an emergency!
Nevertheless, we recommend checking the oil level on a regular basis using the dipstick. Do not
drive the vehicle. Page The specified running direction must be strictly adhered to, otherwise
the fol- Tyre pressure is always to match the load. Page After changing the spare wheel, the tyre
pressure should be adjusted. Note The declaration of conformity is included with the jack or the
log folder. Changing a wheel Preliminary work For safety's sake, the following instructions must
be observed before Page Do not remove foreign bodies which have penetrated into the tyre e.
Air compressor the layout of the controls may be different depending on the type of air
compressor delivered with the vehicle Do not use the breakdown kit in the following cases. Tyre
inflation hose The rim is damaged. If the tyre does not inflate to at least 2. Remove the
protective cap before using the towing eye. Firmly apply the handbrake. Check that the
windscreen wiper blade is correctly attach- Fig. The fuses are located on the bottom of the dash
panel behind a cover. Replacing fuses Individual electrical circuits are protected by fuses. Page
Power consumer Fuse assignment in the dashboard Operating lever under the steering wheel,
light switch, ignition key removal lock automatic gearbox , headlight flasher, rain sensor, reversing camera Air conditioning, automatic gearbox, diagnostic connector, heated windscreen
Instrument cluster, emergency call Anti-theft alarm, horn Heating of the rear seats Not assigned
Page Power consumer Fuses in the engine compartment USB charge function Radar Not
assigned Electrical auxiliary heating system Not assigned Rear window heater Power windows front passenger Towing hitch Cigarette lighter, volt outlet in the interior, volt power socket Fig.
Page Bulbs CAUTION Power consumer The cover of the fuse box in the engine compartment
must always be inserted Engine control system correctly, otherwise water may penetrate into
the fuse box â€” there is a danger Additional electric heater, valve for intake manifold,
supercharger reg- of damage to the vehicle! Use a clean cloth, napkin, or similar. The
performance values listed were determined without performance-reduc- Fig. Page The approved
tyres and rim sizes for your vehicle are listed in the vehicle's The towed weight is made up of
the actual weights of the loaded towing vehi- technical documentation the so called COC
document and this also states cle and the loaded trailer. Page Payload It is possible to calculate
the approximate maximum payload from the differ- ence between the permissible total weight
and the operating weight. The payload consists of the following weights. The weight of all items
of luggage and other loads. Page Dimensions Fig. Page Departure angle Fig. Page 1. Page Seats
Equalizer Adjusting the front seats External device data transfer , SafeLock Front , Safe removal
of the data source Front armrest Fuel options Safe removal of the external data source
Headrests Images Heating Information regarding the navigation data ver- Safety Rear sion
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